FUTURE FOCUSED IMMERSION EXPERIENCE
A taster experience of a future focused learning space

Futures Learning aims to bring together space, technology and learning and teaching practice to create optimum, future focused learning spaces.

The Futures Learning Concept Space provides an opportunity for school teams to explore emerging ideas in spatial design, furniture and technology.

The future focused immersion experience includes a 2 hour guided tour of the Futures Learning concept space plus a light lunch.

Participants will have the opportunity to engage with flexible furniture pieces to explore different settings that support learning and teaching. They will be supported with resources and information to assist in making design decisions on small and large scale design projects and develop an understanding of how flexible learning environments can support future focused learning and teaching.

Participants will also have the opportunity to engage with emerging technologies such as robotics, 3D printers and screen options and hear from Information Technology Directorate education officers on incorporating technology into design plans. They will be supported with examples of how technology can be used to enhance future focused learning and teaching.

ENROLMENT DETAILS
Enrol Now via MyPL. Course Code: NR13308
Cost: $30pp
Date: Thursday 9th March 10am-12:30pm
       Wednesday 15th March 10am-12:30pm
       Monday 20th March 12:30pm-3pm
       Tuesday 4th April 10am-12:30pm
Location: Great Australian Bight
          Level 8, 8 Central Avenue
          Australian Technology Park, Eveleigh